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A few days ago < p > for everyone to read Nike's hot free Inneva woven, orange, yellow, the new color, the recently re released Blue
Black Suede version, the summer cool and refreshing feeling again full! 
< p > a blue black color is still the standard of Inneva woven and hand woven vamp and precision of the knitting technology and
realize shoes excellent support, flexibility and breathability. Hand woven laces with nylon mesh fabric is closely linked, forming a
complex pattern, neat manual and the simple leather stitching, let whole shoes outstanding texture. Followed by the lake blue suede
match spots Splash Effect of white free 5 soles, both visual experience and practical function exudes stylish and rugged style of
movement. Free Inneva Woven Newsprint/Blue Nike's offer is not yet sure, we want to start with the shoe fans must pay attention to
our follow-up reports! 
Winter sports players PUMA States 2014 "Gum" Pack Series 2014-10-11 10:47:10 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
FLIGHTCLUB Chinese site] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network October 11 hearing in the 1990s known as the golden age of Hip-Hop culture as breakdance and street
culture ICON shoes, PUMA Suede with Hip-Hop culture in the world fame within range. When the PUMA Suede across the oceans to
the UK quickly attracted the attention of many local Hip-Hop culture and pop culture enthusiasts. In order to resonate with local
consumers, PUMA Suede's name was changed to PUMA States, meaning the shoes from the United States of America. PUMA is
the well-known British shoe shop size? States launched a joint series, it has also become the PUMA history of the most talked about
joint planning. 
And recently, PUMA States return in winter 2014, launched the "Gum" Pack series. This time the design continues the shoes from
classic suede material, with rubber outsole, while the eye-catching golden PUMA States Logo places appear in the shoe body side
positionin addition, also included in the design of the shoes use the leather material, greatly enhance the warmth. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that, in addition to the original fine footwear models lace outside, in order to pay tribute to the first year, also comes with
PUMA classic for consumers with a wide version of the shoelace. "Gum" Pack series olive green, red, black three colors will be
available in retail outlets in the world's major PUMA October 10, including Caliroots, size? And Sneaker Politics. (Media Partner:
shoe image Rolla Nick shoes) 
Related news
Puma born players warm "core" magic Fun winter 2013-12-08 22:33:18
sternly winter, bloated bondage attire not only your body, but it is confined fun of your original heart? Puma latest warm "core"
technology Warm Cell is absolutely essential that you have fun with winter pattern! Winter time the launch of new products containing
the new El Ace Boot and Westdale S Mid pairs of shoes. 
The new shoes El Ace Boot its design inspiration from the classic shoes El Rey, colorful shoelaces with classic wide straps, plus
high to help keep warm in winter essential, to retain the classic and play a breakthrough. Earth tones background understated
simplicity, with colored laces, also playing out of fashion. Play draw color, different! There are high quality materials and vivid colors
woven lining, tough and stylish shoe. The influx of people must make a single product tide male Join Now "born players," the team,
winter vigor diminished, still warm and cool. 
In addition a Westdale S Mid big play mix and match style, will be comfortable leather fashion and motor function through mash play
together, set the sporty version of the classic and baroque style design details in one, the carved retro wingtip toe ingenuity used in
the sports shoes, sports shoes also out of fashion so that the British style, give you a pair to wear to the party, but also warm and
comfortable shoes. Coupled with dazzling colors, let your winter color is no longer monotone, play impromptu, winter mix and match
the trend of changing wind! 
so thin sunlight fun new experience to make your heart winter weight greatly reduced, to pick up the children of the light wave of street
attitude, inspire your fun energy, all vying for "born players!"
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Jil Sander 2013 spring and summer shoes square head men's new Preview 2013-12-08 22:44:58 famous for its minimalist Jil
Sander brand has become one of the fashion trend of industry leader, in the recent new product launches we noticed the Jil Sander in
2013 brought a series of spring and summer footwear interesting new for us. This new series of the Square Toe Shoes with its
unique square toe attracted everyone's attention. Cater to the minimalist Jil Sander has always been rather simple design concept,
overall very different.
intelligence shoes: Nike Kobe 9 EM GS exposure 2014-05-06 22:49:55
2014 �� 5 �� 1st sees new color of Nike Kobe 9 EM sale, and will be available for sale is the diagram in the GS version of this
shoes. Of course, this color will appear in the men's basketball shoe shelves. Sneakers with black shoe, red and gray wolf
embellishment details. From Nike Kobe 9 Elite GS to today's Nike Kobe 9 EM GS, woman style more and more attention, and we
have reason to expect Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low GS appears. Bryant's female fans like fast ready to start this pair of shoes it beautiful. 
Nike WMNS Free Run + 2 transition color exposure Num 2013-12-08 23:07:48
Recently, a new network exposure this double Nike WMNS Free Run + 2, in black and white, from the toe to the shoe body with a
black to white transition effects displayed, which currently Num exposure information, like a friend look. 
Nike WMNS Free Run + 2 
Num: 536746-004 
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